GOHSEP Tropical Weather SITREP August 24, 2017
As of 8:00 p.m.

State EOC Activation Level: Level III

State Declaration Proclamation Number 104 JBE 2017 State of Emergency – Tropical Storm Harvey

Tropical Weather Outlook:
The National Hurricane Center is monitoring Hurricane Harvey and one (1) other disturbance in the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico regions. Please monitor your local National Weather Service for the latest updates.

Disturbance 1 – A trough of low pressure near the Florida peninsula continues to produce disorganized showers and thunderstorms extending across the Bahamas, southern and central Florida, and the adjacent waters. Development, if any, of this system should be slow to occur while it drifts northward to northeasternly during the next day or two. Some tropical or subtropical development is possible over the weekend or early next week while the system moves northeasternly over the western Atlantic before it merges with a front. Regardless of development, very heavy rainfall and flooding is possible over portions of the Florida peninsula during the next few days.